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Kirkus Reviews, Best Historical Fiction list, 2013 One family. Nine momentous days. An unforgettable novel of love and folly and
heartbreak. It is 1939 and although Australia is about to go to war, it doesn’t quite realise yet that the situation is serious. Deep in
the working-class Melbourne suburb of Richmond it is business—your own and everyone else’s—as usual. And young Kip
Westaway, failed scholar and stablehand, is living the most important day of his life. Kip’s momentous day is one of nine that will
set the course for each member of the Westaway clan in the years that follow. Kip’s mother, his brother Francis and, eventually,
Kip's wife Annabel and their daughters and grandson: all find their own turning points, their triumphs and catastrophes, in days to
come. But at the heart of all their stories is Kip, and at the centre of Kip’s fifteen-year-old heart is his adored sister Connie. They
hold the threads that will weave a family. In Nine Days Toni Jordan has harnessed all the spiky wit, compassion and lust for life
that drew readers in droves to Addition and Fall Girl. Ambitious in scope and structure, triumphantly realised, this is a novel about
one family and every family. It is about dreams and fights and sacrifices. And finally, of course, it is—as it must be—about love.
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Traditional Chinese edition of A Small Free Kiss in the Dark. The book was nominated for Australia's Aurealis Award for best
young-adult novel in 2010. The novel addresses the plight of the homeless, the runaways, the foster children... and offers a
touching and revealing beauty and insight into the lives of people most look down upon. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
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'The secret to having people give you money is to act as though you don't want it.' Meet Ella Canfield, highly qualified evolutionary
biologist. Attractive, if a little serious-looking in those heavy glasses—but then she's about to put her career on the line. Dr Canfield
is seeking funding for a highly unorthodox research project. She wants to prove that an extinct animal still roams in one of
Australia's most popular national parks. Meet Daniel Metcalf, good-looking, expensively dishevelled millionaire. Quite witty but far
too rich to be taken seriously. He heads the Metcalf Trust, which donates money to offbeat scientific research projects. He has a
personal interest in animals that don't exist. Problem number one: There is no such person as Dr Ella Canfield. Problem number
two: Della Gilmore, professional con artist, has never met anyone like Daniel Metcalf before. Someone is going to take a fall. A
sparkling, sexy read from the author of Addition, Fall Girl is a story about passion and loyalty, deceit and integrity, and the
importance of believing in things that don't exist.
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An eccentric woman who is great with numbers—but not so great with people—realizes it’s up to her to pull a community
together in this charming, big-hearted, “fun read, full of unique characters” (Associated Press)—perfect for fans of
Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine and The Rosie Project. Germaine Johnson doesn’t need friends. She has her work
and her Sudoku puzzles. Until, that is, an incident at her insurance company leaves her jobless—and it turns out that there
are very few openings these days for senior mathematicians with zero people skills. Desperate, Germaine manages to
secure a position at City Hall answering calls on the Senior Citizens Helpline. But it turns out that the mayor has
something else in mind for Germaine: a secret project involving the troublemakers at the senior citizens center and their
feud with the neighboring golf club—which happens to be run by the dashing yet disgraced national Sudoku champion,
Don Thomas. Don and the mayor want the senior center closed down and at first, Germaine is dedicated to helping them
out—it makes sense mathematically, after all. But when Germaine actually gets to know the group of elderly rebels at the
senior center, they open her eyes to a life outside of boxes and numbers and for the first time ever, Germaine realizes
she may have miscalculated. Filled with a unique and (occasionally) cranky cast of characters you can’t help but love,
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The Helpline is “delightful feel-good fun” (Toni Jordan, author of Addition) that is bound to capture your heart.
Chinese edition of Hotel on the corner of bitter and sweet. The story begins with the discovery of documents of interned
WWII Japanese immigrants in the basement of a Seattle hotel. Henry Lee, a second generation Chinese American, falls
in love and marries a Japanese American girl during the war; thus begins a lifelong conflict between father, who is dead
against the marriage, and son. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Miss Lonelyhearts. This 1933 publication of Nathanael West's novel about a columnist
giving advice to women during the depression era is a dismal failure. But even with The Day of the Locust widely
acknowledged as his best, Miss Lonelyhearts is now regarded as West's masterpiece. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed
by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Kendra Tamale is just looking for a room to rent. Instead, she finds a young family that seems to need her, at least for a
while.
The Richard & Judy Book Club Reader is the first book to consider the impact of the televised book club on reading
practices and the publishing and promotion of books in the UK, in comparison with other reading groups, including
Oprah's Book Club and online reading communities. The club, the books and their readers are considered from the
perspectives of literary, cultural and media studies in this compelling collection.
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Chinese edition of People of The Book by Geraldine Brooks. A multiple award winner and Amazon Best of the Month,
January 2008. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Fifteen Australian women writers were asked to respond to the colour purple. In their hands, purple takes on many
meanings. There are stories about Tyrian purple, a snippet of King George's coronation gown, pigeon fanciers, the
Dockers' Purple Haze and their layers are explored through themes of feminism, multiculturalism, artists and aging,
mothers and daughters and aunts. This is a book for women readers everywhere.
Grace Lisa Vandenburg, the narrator of this pleasant neurotic-girl-meets-boy debut, is 35 years old and has been
addicted to counting since she was eight. She lives alone in Melbourne, Australia, and is on sick leave from her teaching
job, filling her weeks with counting-'steps and syllables and bites and things'-and sticking to her rigid routines, which
include trips to the cafe and phone calls from her mother and self-absorbed younger sister. The only person in her life
Grace relates to is her 10-year-old niece, Hilary, who is as quirky and charming as Grace is. Things are fine until Grace
meets Seamus Joseph O'reilly, an Irish transplant who works at the local movie theater. Grace has not been on a date in
two years and six months and hasn't been in love in forever, but as things progress with Seamus, she realizes what she
has been missing. With some gentle encouragement, Grace agrees to test her boundaries and tries to find a happy
medium between her obsession and living a full life. The novel does everything a sweet, agreeable romantic comedy
should. (Feb.)
On the morning of her wedding, 24-year-old Beth Shaw drives down the peninsula to the Portsea Hotel. She is uneasy
and confused because she has just learnt something devastating about her fiancé, Jordan, that completely changes her
view of him. As Beth's old schoolmates and her relatives arrive for the big day at the bay side idyll, Beth contemplates
her childhood in suburbia. She worshipped the school relay runners, one of whom was Jordan's high school sweetheart.
Painful memories of earlier disloyalties and betrayals resurface. Her dreams and wedding threaten to spin out of control.
Will the truth ever be known? And must she make a fateful decision about more than the wedding arrangements? Awardwinning author Sallie Muirden deftly evokes the contradictions of human behaviour, and growing up in the 70s and 80s.
With its Austenesque feel, Wedding Puzzle is an astute, entertaining and often tense comedy of manners, that both
questions and celebrates our choice of partner and the decision to marry as the key moment in our lives. 'Muirden
captures Beth's messy transition to adulthood with warmth and wisdom--Wedding Puzzle is shrewd, nostalgic and
intelligent.' Toni Jordan, author of Addition and The Fragments
Henry has ended his marriage to Caroline and headed off to Noosa with Mercedes’ grade three teacher, Martha.
Caroline, having shredded a wardrobe-full of Henry’s suits, has gone after them. Craig and Lesley have dropped over
briefly from next door to catch up on the fallout from Henry and Caroline’s all-night row. And Janice, Caroline’s sister, is
staying for the weekend to look after the girls because Janice is the sensible one. A microbiologist with a job she loves, a
fervent belief in the beauty of the scientific method and a determination to make a solo life after her divorce from Alec.
Then Craig returns through the bedroom window expecting a tryst with Caroline and finds Janice in her bed, Lesley
storms in with a jealous heart and a mouthful of threats, Henry, Caroline and Martha arrive back from the airport in
separate taxis—and let’s not even get started on Brayden the pizza guy. Janice can cope with all that. But when Alec
knocks on the door things suddenly get complicated. Harnessing the exquisite timing of the great comedies to the
narrative power and emotional intelligence for which she is famous, Toni Jordan brings all her wit, wisdom and flair to this
brilliant, hilarious novel.
“Often funny, always lovable, this endearing novel of obsessive compulsive disorder and romance is outstanding.” —Boston Globe An
absolutely delightful tale of obsessive-compulsive love, Toni Jordan’s Addition is just the ticket for fans of TV’s Monk and readers who were
captivated by The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. A wonderfully funny, supremely intelligent debut novel, Addition is “witty
fun” (People), while OCD-afflicted heroine Grace and her new-found paramour Seamus are “thoroughly endearing characters, and their
romance is sweet and fun” (Washington Post Book World).
From the 2015 winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature, Svetlana Alexievich, comes "Secondhand Time: The Last of the Soviets," an oral
history of the fall of the Soviet Union and the emergence of a new Russia. In Simplified Chinese. In Simplified Chinese. Annotation copyright
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Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
'The secret to having people give you money is to act as though you don't want it.' Meet Ella Canfield, highly qualified evolutionary biologist.
Attractive, if a little serious-looking in those heavy glasses - but then she's about to put her career on the line. Dr Canfield is seeking funding
for a highly unorthodox research project. She wants to prove that an extinct animal still roams in one of Australia's most popular national
parks. Meet Daniel Metcalf, good-looking, expensively dishevelled millionaire. Quite witty but far too rich to be taken seriously. He heads the
Metcalf Trust, which donates money to offbeat scientific research projects. He has a personal interest in animals that don't exist. Problem
number one- There is no such person as Dr Ella Canfield. Problem number two- Della Gilmore, professional con artist, has never met anyone
like Daniel Metcalf before. Someone is going to take a fall. A sparkling, sexy read from the author of Addition, Fall Girl is a story about
passion and loyalty, deceit and integrity, and the importance of believing in things that don't exist.
AdditionReadHowYouWant.com
From the award-winning and bestselling author of Addition and Nine Days, The Fragments is a superbly crafted and captivating page turning
mystery about a lost book and a secret love, now available in a smaller, competitively priced edition.
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You can marry into them, but can you ever really be one of them? A novel about marriage, love and family.Things haven't gone
well for Simon Larsen lately. He adores his wife, Tansy, and his children, but since his business failed and he lost the family home,
he can't seem to get off the couch. Simon is permanently unemployed and permanently unshaven.His larger-than-life in-laws, the
Schnabels - Tansy's mother, sister and brother - won't get off his case. To keep everyone happy, Simon needs to do one little job:
he has a week to landscape a friend's backyard for an important Schnabel family event.But as the week progresses, Simon is
derailed by the arrival of an unexpected house guest. Then he discovers Tansy is harbouring a secret. As his world spins out of
control, who can Simon really count on when the chips are down?Life with the Schnabel family is messy, chaotic and joyful, and
Dinner with the Schnabels is as heartwarming as it is outrageously funny.Praise for Toni Jordan:'A wonderful, witty treat of a novel
- a new Toni Jordan is always a special pleasure' LIANE MORIARTY'Laugh-out-loud funny' The Australian Women's Weekly'Crisp
and clever' Saturday Paper'A moving comedy' Who Weekly'An emotionally rich domestic drama' The Australian'Pitch-perfect blend
of intelligence, compassion and humour' The Guardian
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